Thursday

Dear Ma:-

It is just 1/2 past 9 o'clock and Willie and I are sitting up, it seems too warm to go to bed. It has been a very very warm day 95 at 8 o'clock in the shade on our porch, surely not what will happen if it is a warm summer warm day & white shifts and about 50 handkerchiefs blind hardly thinks her mother care spare her to help me because she has taken in earning this week and is very busy, if it is so hot I shall only try and do half of it, besides I'd half to take a clean at quarter past 8 o'clock which makes it all the more I had lemonade and cold tea for supper tonight also last evening I had some lovely large Mississippi terric for 100 cents Harry came round to bath so I had to build afire
any way to heat some water to
boil and do potatoes for breakfast.
Say ma is it about as cheap
to buy my bread as it is to bake.
They had my bread as much
better although I have splendid
luck with baking, potatoes
are 80 cts. a pk. just think?

Today Pa brought a nice wine
sherry done at 2 30 and a jar
for the kitchen since he had the
carpenter over today come
but it was still one of the
pretty plain done with the
exertion of a pretty amount
drawn where the screen is
tacked on to the door so of
course ignorant of it he was the
of carpenter had to fix it
as money had the pretty side
on the side on which the screen
was tacked come on the inside
I did not look at it until it
was done but could not then
convenience bring Pa that it was
wrong when I got home he said
Oh not wrong it isn't dirty
the children, so when Pa got my
called his attention to it a second time and said benign not as sleepy he was convinced of the mistake and told the fellow "going to make him change it. This had for time of the front & height of spring will have leave holes in it, but will probably fail if anything as he had to put a stick on top of could not find a door long enough will miss an inch. The sign is to get enough will never get back door the fellow put it but done for 25. Will he speak up says tell me about the customary he is trying to win the prize stand round on day to get subscribers. Mr. Kelly is a head in between Mr. Kelly & Mr. Kelly & is for 6.00 first prize 800 second 2.00 third but it would just of course he has 12 Mr. Kelly 25, Bam & Will & all family have been working for Charlie & probably he will get just old lady you can clean book around Bet I had best
been telling Daisy how much I had saved toward back rent and, the clear bellringer of the agent presented 80 cents, and I forked over all the spot cash I had from my own when you went away, making 80 - 16 - 1.25 = 64.75. He said one more. So a letter it was a lovely look. Harry was pleased with it, so was O Henry. It came kind of hard to part out so much money when you have so many shared fruits he is going to milk. Thank you. I told the agent you were away twenty-one, he would be hard, be offered some new platinum, green, as regards your wife being kind through it remembered a packet of it before. It is 10.35. I must shrink of farming. Harry told me to sit up until 10 for he thought he and Nellie would come over for breakfast. I shall not wait much longer.
Paula goes to Madame with parties.  
Waltham but he attended the graduating exercises, being graduated.  
In the summer he came to a lawyer.  
She is going to stay a week.  
So I will certainly give you everything in the language.  
Daisy a term will give me no more as regards a dress for the last day.  
It will take part in a conversation in which they required to draw a blue dress  
Precisely the opposite color which we wanted but should have blue, but the teacher said so  
"it is settled; it."  
Park has been very severe since you left.  
His only trouble himself the other end.  
He came down with his horse, his buggy, probably expecting to take a ride for a drive  
but Marc P.  
+John Neuman  
Now she has also Harry plus herself  
we all went.  
He + John wanted me to go to Peruvian Sunday but  
I just found it for a week himself  
we will have some ever last time  
but to talk about it.  
But I failed to put in an appearance,  
he is not as ever known as he
was "my heart it will break for
someday's sake. I have
no knowledge were going down
to the Palace. I'll hear the "Shriek
of Normanby, but it was not
played. Torn down some by signing
in earnest me to Bellamy Park, but
wife are also signing. The people
have moved his claim that the
the cannon hearing with Normandy
left to-day for Nebraska went
all alone. His consumptive at that
Paci going to get some Postal
cards and write you are very day
he said, he is just terribly nice
you have been gone, but nothing
him went to all. Please make I
have tried night at home always
ordoes to get him built at the
moment to part of his heart been
the nickel ready for here, the

clean shrit + collar + handkerchoy
transfer his collart cuff button
tighten his (drawers), help wash
his hat, examine him after
shaving + see that there are
no fleas in his body same that
I haven't 0 get it clean from me.
an old experienced housekeeper; still you are economical and at that, I even put over the coal ashes sometimes, and I owed Samuel on the house of it. But I will sacrifice any pleasure and fun with Pat all if he only keeps straight, but then man, I don't bother him with much love any more. Bright in his future, but he'll all be made if he only keeps straight. I kept thinking oh will we come back with you, me will soon be home then will? When is that little visitor coming? Well I must close till I have gone to bed, I do not love to sit up alone hear turning in, see what we are in bed have I any tired mile my last night when he came about a ring box containing an elegant diamond choker, a genuine diamond might it sparkle in my finger as I write, I never was as surprised in my life, last night he asked me for the ring and fit me best, I got all the hand thinking.
not sure about it until he presented me with a diamond of it via a little box, sparkling elegantly, as such an elegant high setting he had the diamond taken out of a suit and sent via a jeweler's carefully packing for a reason he didn't explain, and I couldn't, think how. Perhaps an annex for you to see it. You know his great friend. It's unique and distinctive, head to head gold smith, well it. Had a chance to get it once cheaper. Well, I am hordeus, asleep or much rather with much time of

day and what do you find

e better well I went with her

'lovely Anna (he did ex. in her old time Robert one
who can make good Piece, ask
married if he married again
wife? Congratulate Mrs. me

and for me Harry had left to
pay you of please Harry & know'd you of

word.